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An Irish HostageAn Irish Hostage
by Charles Todd
World War I has ended, but after the 1916
Easter Rising tensions are still high in Ireland,
where nurse Bess Crawford has traveled to
be part of a friend's wedding party. She
arrives to find the groom missing, and when
the sea surrenders a dead body, partisan

issues explode.

The CellistThe Cellist
by Daniel Silva
Master of international intrigue Daniel Silva
follows up his acclaimed #1 New York
Times bestsellers The Order, The New
Girl, and The Other Woman with this riveting,
action-packed tale of espionage and suspense
featuring art restorer and spy Gabriel Allon.

Dog Eat DogDog Eat Dog
by David Rosenfelt
Lawyer Andy Carpenter is out walking with
wife Laurie and dogs Tara and Sebastian when
they encounter a man abusing a dog and
intervene with the help of a passerby who
thrashes the miscreant so badly that he's
arrested by the police. Apparently, he's

wanted for murder, and Andy decides to investigate further--
why would someone on the run stop to help a dog?

An Ambush of WidowsAn Ambush of Widows
by Jeff Abbott
Washed-up cybersecurity expert Henry
North and supremely successful venture
capitalist Wei "Adam" Zhang met only in
death, their bodies puzzlingly found together
in an abandoned warehouse in Austin, TX.
Now their widows have joined forces to ferret

out their husbands' secrets. A stand-alone from three-time
Edgar nominee Abbott.

Nine LivNine Liveses
by Danielle Steel
A woman who longs to avoid risk at all cost
learns that men who love danger are the most
exciting in this moving novel from New York
Times bestselling author Danielle Steel.

also aalso available in audiovailable in audio

The Bone CodeThe Bone Code
by Kathy Reichs
Two plastic- and wire-wrapped bodies are
discovered in a medical waste container on a
South Carolina beach, recalling a case forensic
anthropologist Temperance Brennan dealt
with 15 years ago in Quebec. What's more,
the bodies also seem linked to a contagion

devastating Charleston.

It's Better This WIt's Better This Waay : A Noy : A Novvelel
by Debbie Macomber
After divorce shatters her family, one
woman's struggle to pick up the pieces finally
leads to a new beginning--but is the past truly
behind her?

A Good DaA Good Day for Chardonnay for Chardonnayy
by Darynda Jones
Jones moves on from her "Charley Davidson"
series in this second outing for Sunshine
Vicram, a small-town New Mexico chief of
police who loves coffee, donuts, and wine (see
the title). Here, she wrestles with a nasty bar
fight, her teenage daughter's pursuit of a

serial killer, and her own queasy attraction to bad-boy distiller
Levi Ravinder.

The FThe Forest of Vorest of Vanishing Starsanishing Stars
by Kristin Harmel
"The New York Times bestselling author of
the "heart-stopping tale of survival and
heroism" The Book of Lost Names returns
with an evocative coming-of-age World War II
story about a young woman who uses her
knowledge of the wilderness to help Jewish

refugees escape the Nazis-until a secret from her past
threatens everything"

The StrThe Stranger in the Mirroranger in the Mirror
by Liv Constantine
Found stumbling along the roadside with no
memory of her past, not even of her name,
Addison is rescued by a kindly couple and
begins putting together a new life. But as she's
about to marry, a man claiming to be her
husband disrupts everything. More high-

profile suspense from the sister team that gave us The Last
Mrs. Parrish.

also aalso available in audiovailable in audio
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False WitnessFalse Witness
by Karin Slaughter
"Karin Slaughter's False Witness is a twisty, searingly contemporary mystery steeped in a dark past, and she weaves a story that catches
your breath and keeps you gasping and guessing until the end.

FForeorevver My Owner My Own
by Tracie Peterson
"While caring for her grandmother, Kristin encounters the brother she long thought dead. In shock, she volunteers to care for her
brother's injured friend, Ilian. As Ilian recovers, an attraction sparks between them, but both are dealing with problems that have no easy
answers. With no clear way forward, can love ever thrive and the past be forgiven?"

Such a Quiet Place : A NoSuch a Quiet Place : A Novvelel
by Megan Miranda
Once peaceful Hollow's Edge is on edge after the murder of Brandon and Fiona Truett, especially when Ruby Fletcher's conviction for
their killing is overturned and she moves back into the house she shared with Harper Nash. Then understandably anxious Harper starts
getting notes suggesting that someone in town is lying about what really happened.

The FThe Forbiddenorbidden
by Heather Graham
Playing the victim of a vampire king on an island off New Orleans is actress Avalon Morgan's creepiest role to date. It's also scary good
fun--until the victim of a real killer is discovered on set, laid out for all to see. With production shut down, Avalon can't stop thinking about
the chilling crime scene, or Grayson Avery, the investigator working the case.With a rising body count and zero leads, Gray can't help but
be impressed by Avalon's amateur sleuthing, which takes her to the darkest corners of the internet, where killers confess their crimes.

Choose MeChoose Me
by Tess Gerritsen
Detective Frankie Loomis investigates a pregnant college student’s fatal fall off her apartment balcony and believing there is more to the
story than suicide, uncovers a number of sordid secrets that implicate one of her professors.

The One YThe One You're Withou're With
by Lauren K. Denton
"Written in Lauren Denton's signature Southern style, The One You're With tells a story of marriage, choices, and what a good life really
looks like"

FallenFallen
by Linda Castillo
In New York Times bestselling author Linda Castillo's new thriller, a rebellious Amish woman leaves the Plain life, but the secrets she
takes with her will lead Chief of Police Kate Burkholder down a dark path to danger and death.

The HeathensThe Heathens
by Ace Atkins
In Edgar finalist Atkins's exceptional 11th crime thriller featuring Tibbehah County, Miss., Sheriff Quinn Colson (after 2020's The
Revelators), Colson's complex family past complicates a murder investigation. Gina Byrd, a drug addict who was a classmate of Colson's,
is reported missing by her boyfriend after he finds some bloody clothes near her trailer.
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